bush leaguer

Basketball Play Nears Mid Point

Appraoching the halfway mark in the intramural basketball play, twelve teams remain undefeated in the seven leagues. Commuters five and seven remain the only ones with individual leaders, as the rest have ties for the top position.

In play during the last week Pi Lambda Phi whipped Baker C 45-25, Meteorology took a forfeit from the same club, while the Dekes trounced Pi Lambda 40-24, as Borton dropped in 16 for the winners. In other league 1 action the Commuter Association edged Burton A 44-40. Prager hit with 15 for the commuters while Kornbluth scored 18 for the losers.

Grad House A whipped Baker A while Phi Kappa eked out a 26-25 decision over Delta Psi, in league II action. SAE won the remaining contest on a forfeit from Delta Psi. Fandeil scored 14 points to spearhead ATO to a 51-42 victory over Sammy, as Theta Chi A beat Westgate 35-24. Rounding out league three competition was Burton D's 47-37 victory over 5:15 Club.

The 10-250 All-Stars finally found the winning combo in defeating Burton C 55-42. Sigma Chi racked Baker B 50-31, while Phi Delta, led by King's 12, squeezed Phi Kappa Sigma 28-27. League V saw Grad House B whip Kappa Sig 48-17, and Kappa Sig turn around and trounce Phi Beta Epsilon 54-17, DU took the Fijis 38-31, while the Dekes trounced Pi Lambda 40-24, as Staton dropped in 16 for the winners. In other league 1 action the Commuter Association edged Burton A 44-40. Prager hit with 15 for the commuters while Kornbluth scored 18 for the losers.
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